Denoting our current age as the Anthropocene, or the era of planet-wide human impact, scales up human agency beyond the usual biological capac ity of all living things to alter their surroundings to a geological force. Human activities have altered vast areas of the Earth's terrestrial surfaces, spread industrial particulates across the globe, and impacted the planetary climate with increased release of carbon dioxide that then increases oce anic acidity bleaching entire coral reefs. The biosphere's land, air, and water have all changed with the increased release and use of energy. Once again, a species of living things has become a large-scale force on planet Earth, as did cyanobacteria during the Archaean and Proterozoic eras and as plants did when they conquered terrestrial spaces, covering much of our world in green. This time, however, a thinking species with a new level of technological intelligence is envisioning and enacting these changes. Hence environmental studies must attend to the human cultural imagina tion in order to understand what we have been thinking or not thinking, why, and what we might think (and attempt) in the future.
moving strategies for describing our identities, relationships, tbe connec tion to our surroundings, and our origins. There are two sides to tbis particular trope tbat make it especially apt for tbe Antbropocene among tbe wide array of human-land visions: first is tbe long history of traditional pastoral texts providing ample historical examples of a nostalgia for ide alized rural landscapes occupied by peaceful folk seemingly in harmony with natural cycles but always already lost.1 Such a view is actually as old as antiquity. New, however, is tbe second side of tbe dark pastoral, tbat is, tbe darkness of our rapidly growing knowledge about industrial cul tures' tainted tactics when accessing and using "natural resources" and the standard obliviousness to tbe resultant waste. Unlike traditional pastorals, tbe darkened trope is not a designated literary genre but rather a tool for describing our imagination, and enactment, of the human-environment relationship specifically in tbe fossil-fueled Anthropocene. As Serenella Io\ino, Serpil Oppermann, and otber scholars of material ecocriticism have made clear in ecological terms in conjunction witb postcolonialism and postmodernism, our attitudes, texts, and our practices transform in varying ways our physical and cultural realities. The dark pastoral, how ever, also functions as a trope of exposure, in that it brings to our atten tion tbe seemingly hidden and ignored costs of global industrial capitalism such as tbe industrial waste that is intimately connected to modern agri culture but not shown in lovely photos of green fums.
The dark pastoral tbus reflects several new ideas; for one, tbe realiza tion tbat we might legitimately call this geological era tbe Anthropocene due not to human exceptionalism but ratber to our (often unintended) environmental impact and, for anotber, tbe dawning recognition ofindus try 's, colonialism's, and "ecological imperialism's" re- dark pastoral trope as a lens to reconsider an array of depictions of tbe human-environment relationships in texts from Goetbe to Ilija Trojanow, each one expressing a different aspect of tbe darkly pastoral characteristics of tbe Antbropocene and each witb a different understanding of human and non-human agency. The various scenarios of tbe human-land relation ship in terms of our agency provide an Antbropocenic mosaic in which a deeply fe lt pastoral love of specifically humanized landscapes combines witb devastating disasters of natural-cultural origins and no clear solu tions. The dark pastoral functions witbin such unbridgeable divides and is tbus a trope of paradox and contrast, ofirony and exposure. Yet it con tinues to tell stories, since stories easily contain irony and are part of tbe human-world creation where we retain some agency if only in speaking.
In otber words, human agency in tbe Anthropocene is taking on newly paradoxical aspects: on tbe one hand, tbe human species has achieved tbe (scaled-up) status ofa geological force tbat has strewn industrial particu lates across tbe entire surface of tbe planet as according to recent strati graphic debates (Crutzen and Stoermer; and Chakrabarty) ; on tbe otber, our individual choices for change diminish down proportionately in con trast to tbe vasmess of our species-wide planetary impact. This develop ment radically shifts tbe meaning of human activity in terms of individual subjectivity and agency and tbe relationship to tbe non-human (Diirbeclc, et al.) . Furtber exacerbating tbe disturbing paradoxes of our disparate lev els of agency, some groups of human beings and some regions or nations have a much more profound (damaging) impact than otbers in terms of rapid alterations to tbe land and soil, water, and air. Thinking tbus, tbe Anthropocene raises tbe question: are we (still) "subjects" individually choosing our patbs, or are we part of a "mindless," geological-scale force? The many versions of human agency, whetber of individuals or groups, heroic moments, cultural accomplishments, national, etbnic, and religious differences, and even our coveted freedoms might fade away in tbe face of this undirected geological force vast beyond our local ken. What stories can contain these contrasts?
Existing power structures beholden to fossil fuels, tbe resulting petro narratives,2 and tbe convergence of"natural history" and "human history" described by environmental historian Dipesh Chakrabarty are just several of tbe complications hindering understanding of tbe geological· scale as well as tbe possibility of substantive political action and stories tbereof (201). ;Never before have we been able to do and change so much on tbe · planet technologically, and yet never have we faced such disparate scales of human power and powerlessness simultaneously. What does "nature" mean conceptually under rhese conditions of anthropogenic re-shaping of much of our planet's flows, cycles, and surfuce structures, and what is rhe human relationship to our environment rhat we alter, as all living beings do, yet now on a worldwide, geologically measurable level? In rhe Anthropocene's scale, rhe narrowed focus of rhe pastoral on rural locales may seem limited and even furcical, alrhough ecocriticism and environ ments repeatedly return to a need for closeness to rhe local in order to malce sense of, and care for, our world around us. Hence I borrow from rhe pastoral its local attention but darken it and ironize its bright dreams with the stain of our complicit actions in rhe sixrh mass extinction event on planet Earth now being documented by science (Kolbert) , this one brought about by human actions. Theoretically, I derive rhe darkness, the polluted, petroleum-fueled "dark pastoral" from Timorhy Morton's concept of "dark ecology, '' which rejects rhe idea of nature as a separate space or category and which writes human beings into what he terms rhe "mesh" wirh an ironic awareness of rhe connections rhat bind and link us: We rhus approach our literary questions in rhe Anthropocene with dark irony and shadows paradoxically combined wirh rhe sunny pastoral's opti mistic portrayal of the human potential for deeper understanding of the physical world around us. The dark pastoral contains rhese shadows but also the deep love for land and sea (even when dripping with oil).
In navigating rhe Anthropocene's often convoluted and contradictory views of the human-environment relationships, it is valuable to study borh recent works of literature rhat have been classifi ed specifically as "di fi," or climate (change) fiction (Trexler) , as well as older works. The pasto ral trope, in particular, has a long history of portraying human beings in terms of green spaces, seasonal changes, and their engagements with rhe non-human (certainly sheep but more beyond rhat). In fuct, the pas toral has its roots in rhe Ancient Greek texts, especially in rhe Idyl ls of Pastoral; this long history (long for human culture but not geologically) provides us with many detailed and concrete portrayals of specific species and regional areas. Furthermore, it evokes a sense of time in its rypical longing for an idealized vision of rhe past. Gifford defines three kinds of pastoral, all vvith relevance for ecocriticism's environmental perspectives: fir st, the original literary form found in poetry and drama beginning in antiquity that already express a longing for a lost era of harmony with nature; sec ond, rhe general textual references in any genre and era to rural landscapes and the countryside such as Goerhe's Werther; and rhird, rhe derogatory use of rhe term to describe an overly idealized vision of such places that overlooks their material and economic practicalities (Gifford 1-12, 2010) . ignoring, and deceptively painting over human power struggles for land, control over species, economic practices, and exploitation of others. They look away and backward toward times of yore, a lost idyll, the golden age of peace, and the garden from which we were ejected, rhereby evoking powerful nostalgia, dangerous in its potential for mapping out a contem porary world that seems separate from the land itself to which only simple people in the fields or in rhe past appear connected. Additionally, the tra ditional pastorals often conceal rhe realities and inequalities of rhe very power structures that support rheir idealized landscapes and seemingly peaceful. settings. The pastoral usually ignores rhe colonial exploitation and genocide of people and places borh small-scale and globally, focusing instead on a local nostalgia for a lost golden era. As Ken Hiltner writes in What else is Pastoral of the Renaissance pastoral imagining of distant green places, "such literature not only encouraged appreciation of environments imagined as pristine, but also the mass exploitation of these newly emerg ing environs. Consequently, these colonized countrysides appeared not as valuable and worth saving, but as ripe for exploitation" (Hiltner, 14) . Ironically, the dark pastoral brings the hidden to light.
Reading with the dark pastoral trope means highlighting these ten sions as they appear in familiar texts such as Goethe's 1774 The Sorrows of Young Werther (Die Leiden de s Jungen Werther), the epistolary novel in which Werther bemoans his inability to be with his beloved Lotte and his tragically changing relationship to nature. At first, he revels in the bucolic potential of nature's motherly embrace when lying prone by the stream, a moment of immersion that links him to the divine heavens and produces a pastoral-like delight (Sullivan, "Nature"). The aesthetic and yet bodily connections that he describes in this early letter in the novel from May 10 are rife with an ecological sense of relatedness and the human being's active participation in "nature": he believes that he becomes one with life in the "lovely valley" teeming with "mist" and quiet shade though a "few rays" of sun strike "the impenetrable foliage of my trees" as he lies "in the tall grass by the trickling stream and notice[ s] a thousand familiar things, '' especially the "humming of the little world among the stalks" (Goethe, Sorrows 6) . ("Wenn das liebe Thal um mich dampft, und die hohe Sonne an der Oberfliiche der undurchdringlichen Finsterniil meines Waldes ruht, und nur einzelne Strahlen sich in das innere Heiligthum stehlen, und ich dann im hohen Grase am fallenden Bache liege, und niiher an der Erde tausend mannigfaltige Griisgen mir merkwiirdig werden. Wenn ich das Wimmeln der kleinen Welt zwischen Halmen, die unziihligen, uner griindlichen Gestalten, all der Wiirmgen, der Miickgen, niiher an meinem Herzen fuhle .... " [Leiden 15]). With typically pastoral scenes, Werther revels in company of the simple folk and their children, especially the pretty girls at the spring, later returning to his quiet retreat in order to eat his green peas. The pastoral setting upholds his sense of individual subjectivity and the agency to choose his own way. He achieves great art, at least in his mind: "I am so happy, my dear friend, so absorbed in the exquisite sense of tranquil existence, that I neglect my art. I could not draw at all now, not a single line, and yet I feel that I was never a greater painter than in such moments as these" (Goethe, Sorrows6 Augenblicken" [Leiden, 15] ). Werther's pastoral joy transforms into despair later in the novel for numerous reasons, several of which are most relevant for thinking the Anthropocene and its implications for human agency. For one, he remains an outsider: he cannot be one of the peasant farmers he celebrates nor a successful bourgeois husband to Lotte (who marries Albert as per her mother's deathbed wish), and he also fails in his work at the royal court and is mocked for remaining at a party for the aris tocracy. In each case, he feels unable to determine his way. Werther's failed quest to determine a social place of his own preference is mirrored by his responses to nature that begin with self-satisfied creativity responding to his retreat by the valley stream. As he moves toward despair, he also sees himself powerless in the face of nature that now appears as unbounded and destructive forces including fl oods, storms, and death: "Can we say of anything that it is! when all passes away-our transitory existence, hurried along by the torrent, is swallowed up by the waves or dashed against the rocks?" (Goethe, Sorrows 37). ("Kannst du sagen: Das ist! da alles vorii bergeht,.da alles mit der Wetterschnelle voriiber rollt, so selten die ganze Kraft seines Daseins ausdaueri:, ach in den Strom fortgerissen, unterge taucht und an Felsen zerschmettert wird" [Leiden 108]). Werther's sense of agency changes from feeling connected to the small and so the divine, and self-determining (albeit abstractly with his imagined paintings), to feeling powerless· except in death. He thereby acts out a kind of advanced warning of the Anthropocene marked by a desperate sense of erased agency on a large scale both culturally and naturally. This erasure occurs, ironically, at the very historical juncture when human agency industrially begins to attain an unprecedented power and individual possibility for self determination also increases, in theory, with the expanding middle class.
Werther acts as a textual bellwether for the paradoxical agentic pos sibilities of the individual human being during the emergence of mass industrialization and global capitalism alongside the increasing political and economic clout of the middle class, as Goethe often documents in his texts. Goethe's Werther is a tragic text famously denoting the emergence of modern subjectivity during the Late Enlightenment and European Romanticism, but, as we see when reading in light of the Anthropocene, this development occurs in conjunction with a distorted sense of both individual agency in a changing class structure and a feeling that one has lost the connection to the local, small-scale natural world. Goethe's Werther retains a rural/ court delineation yet nevertheless embodies a kind of dark pastoral by acting out possible responses to the economic and social changes of impending modern capitalism and its individualistic con sciousness confused about our power in the human-nature relationships.
The traditional pastoral portrays illusory ideals associating agriculture with a harmonious life of so-called natural beings-furmers-a trope that continues strongly today in contemporary advertising for industrialized farming. It separates middle class and wealthy individuals from such a life as a distant task done by seemingly "simple" people. This idea severs the connection to the natural world for anyone not living on a furm or in other rural settings. The landed aristocracy lives in such settings but with power ful control over the organization of the land. Yet the pastoral also has the potential to function as a contemporaneous "alternative" both to life on the estate, and more recently, to the "modern" technological or urban life, according to many ecocritics, including Gifford. It is thus hardly surpris ing that one of the founders of ecocriticism, Harvard's Lawrence Buell, begins his groundbreaking 1995 work, The Environmental Imagination, by stating: "I start with the subject of pastoral, for 'pastoral' has become almost synonymous with the idea of (re)turn to a less urbanized, more 'natural' state of existence. Indeed, this entire book, in focusing on art's capacity to image and remythify the natural environment, is itself a kind of pastoral project" (31 ). Buell's assertion thus confirms the continued relevance of the pastoral but with an emphasis on looking backward; this trajectory is what I propose to change with the "dark" pastoral trope that instead looks at what we have now and fo rward to the future. The darker pastoral replaces its antecedents' deep nostalgia with awareness of our inevitable immersion in natural cycles as well as an understanding of the industrial impact of humanity's large-scale actions on the entire biosphere of the Earth. Furthermore, it rewrites the land to include the soil under our feet whether in cities or elsewhere; this inclusive view is where the dark pastoral differentiates itself from Gifford's "post-pastoral ."
Yet we do not want to dismiss even the traditional pastoral since it very often offers both deception and a productive double move toward exposure and contradiction. According to Gifford and Buell, the pasto ral contains contradictory impulses, and unresolved tensions between the "natural" and altered land are inherent to the pastoral broadly. This fact leads Gifford to highlight the pastoral's ample "postmodern" potential despite its ancient heritage (Gifford 2014, 19) . Indeed, the so-called nature of the pastoral is actually an idealization of rural landscapes altered by human agricultural practices and occupied by. sheep and other animals cultivated by human culture so that it is, in fact, a site of domesticated animals and/ or a "garden" of sorts created for our needs. The pasto ral, in other words, simultaneously depicts and elides the human shaping of the landscape and is thus an apt genre for this project studying the Anthropocene's paradoxes. It seems the more that we alter the landscapes (and seascapes and climate), the more we relish images of seemingly eter nal, pristine nature. Idealized images of nature in the old-fashioned sense of the term tend to split into either peaceful pastoral lands or the wild and sublime-like beauty of the non-human. Mixes of the two, as in Werther, tend to bring chaos. Disasters disrupt the pastoral and feed into the fierceness of the wilds; in the Anthropocene, however, there is a collapsing of terms such as nature-culture and natural-cultural catastrophes (flooding and land slides due to deforestation, extreme wildfir es due to forest management, allowing brush to accumulate, drought from overfurming, or stronger storms and rising waters with climate change, just to mention a few of many examples). Goethe's study of rivers and mines feeds his later texts with a complexity of understanding the human role in diverting water and the ensuing problems, particularly since the massive re-shaping of rivers was underway during Goethe's lifetime in Europe and especially Germany (Blackbourn). Other texts of the early Anthropocene also pro vide insightful mixes of nature-culture catastrophes such as Heinrich von Kleist' s 1807 novella The Earthquake in Chili (Das Erdbeben von Chili). As Christoph Weber demonstrates in From God's justice to Fatef ul Nature: The Representation and Coverage of Natural Catastrophes in the 18th Century ( Vom Gottesgericht zur verhiingnisvollen Natur: Darstellung und Bewaltigung von Naturkatastrophen im 18. ]ahrhundert), the discourse of earthquakes has long debated the human role in earthquakes, including ancient discussions of immorality and God's wrath as the cause (which continue in reference to many disasters in the USA currently) as well as scientifically founded analyses of human intervention in the land. 3 In this sense, the Anthropocene discourse about human-induced "natural" disas ters builds on long-term discussions about causes, whether theological, moral, practical, or scientific. Kleist' s novella centers precisely on the themes of causation and the contpst of natural and human violence. The initial earthqualce at tl1e tale's beginning prevents the tragic death of two young lovers, J osephe and Jeromino. The still unwed Josephe had, shockingly, given birth on the steps of a convent to her love-child with Jeronimo and is thus being held at the convent awaiting her execution; because of the earthquake, she escapes through the rubble along with her baby. Jeronimo is just about to commit suicide in his prison cell in despair at the thought of her upcoming execution when he, too, is saved by the destruction that cracks open the prison walls and thus frees him. They both manage to navigate through the devastation and scenes of horrific death, rather coincidentally fleeing to the same lovely forest and field where they find each other again. Briefly reunited because of the earthquake's horror, they rejoice in an Eden-like garden of beauty, assuming that their survival of the quake indicates abso lution from guilt. The little fumily celebrates with tears of joy and pastoral beauty resplendent with almost ironic poetic touches:
In the meantime the loveliest of nights had ful!en, wonderfull y mild and fragrant, silvery and still, a night such as only a poet might dream of Everywhere along the banks of the stream, in the glittering moonlight, peo ple had settled and were preparing soft beds of moss and foliage on which to rest after so harrowing a day .. .. Jeronimo and Josephe slipped away into a denser part of the wood, not wanting to give offence to anyone by the secret exultation of their own hearts. They found a splendid pomegranate tree, its outspread branches heavy with scented fruit, and high on its crest the nightingale piped its voluptuous song. (Kleist, In this lovely garden scene of equality, all survivors join together and help each other so that the harsh moral landscape is briefly broken and inter rupted by the natural disaster. This moment of catastrophe-induced peace is short lived, however, in that, they return the next day to the city church along with its notions of divine justice. In the final scene in, and in front of the church, the two young lovers are brutally sacrificed, murdered, as scapegoats blamed for what is interpreted to be the divine punishment THE DARK PASTORAL ' A TROPE FOR THE ANTHROPOCENE 35 bringing the earthqualce's devastation (Weber) . Kleist' s dramatically brief pastoral is thus even more dramatically undermined; this three-step pro cess of impending (social) demise, earthquake disaster (ironically) bring ing pastoral harmony and saving the young lovers, and their final bloody deaths denoting sex as the cause of earthquakes derives its power precisely from the alluring harmony of the all-too-brief pastoral beauty that ends so abruptly when the survivors return to church and are blamed for the damage. Debates about causes and blame still dominate in the discussion of climate change, often overshadowing any efforts at actual social change and covering up the complexity of natural-cultural catastrophes.
Disaster discourse is also central to many analyses of the Anthropocene. Storm's 1888 novella, The Dyke Master (Der Schimmelreiter), presents the pastoral as the problem itself rather than the lost ideal. In this partially "technophilic" text celebrating the possibilities of applying rational science and modern technology in order to counter the power of waves, the old ways of fuming and fishing are brutally limiting to Hauke Haien and his modern mathematical thinking. Storm's village by the sea is not portrayed as idyllic, but it is nevertheless a rural community existing in long-term continuity of sorts with nature, thus qualifying it as "pastoral" in Gifford's second category. Though, in this case, it is the land in eternal battle against the onslaught of the sea. Innovation of the dike is both improve ment and disruption for the rural community. The focus on altered tradi tions is standard in the pastoral, and technophilic answers are standard to the Anthrcipocene. Hence we read Storm's novella in terms of the dark pastoral and the changing forms of human-land/sea relations, whether for the better or the worse. As Kate Rigby notes in her ecocritical analysis of the Dyke Master: "From an ecological materialist perspective, it is here, in the illusion of individual self-determination, puritanical self-denial, and the domination of'nature', that Hauke's deeper fault lies, and from which the tragedy unfolds: one that is neither a divine judgment nor a natural disaster, but a natural-cultural calamity, in which diverse human and non human actors and factors are unhappily entangled" (128). Storm's novella problematizes the very notion of pastoral peace, suggesting it is instead a dark and superstitious realm needing revision with modern innovation, yet he also, as Rigby writes, portrays the goal of dominating nature as an equally troubled gesture lacking in understanding of his local culture and human ecology's entanglement that cannot simply be unwoven with clear thinking and, in Val Plumwood's term, "technofixes."s Indeed, for all of its celebration of the dike still standing hundreds of years after Hauke Haien's death, the novella is strangely non-rational: it is, in essence, a ghost story playing with the question of his death, his mysteriously spooky white horse, and local superstitions about how to treat the land.
Hauke's successful calculations are not readily accepted by the rural people of Frisia though he still manages to create a new dike that can withstand much greater power of storms due to its long, gradual slope.
This accomplishment comes with a high cost, according to Storm' s tale:
Hauke, like a new capitalist, engages in unceasing self-sacrifice and per sonal labor to the extent that he has no time for his wife, not even in terms of intimacy so that they long remain childless. When they do finally have a daughter, she is handicapped, a fact which the superstitious village folk interpret as divine punishment for messing with traditions and lad:ing proper religious sentiments. When the inevitable 100-year storm occurs, the new dike holds but the water breaks through at the point where the old construction connects to the new. The initial failure of the dike at the link between systems can function as a metaphor for the crises of the Anthropocene caught between long-term views of the world and disturb ing new ones.
Haulce Haien's construction is hindered by village superstitions, but it lasts well beyond his own demise into the text's future, as we see in the narrator's framing tale that talces place much later. The narrator describes traveling along the now long-standing dike on the stormy northern coastline of Schleswig-Holstein. While riding past a village, a storm and a ghostly figure rushing by force him to take shelter in an inn. There he hears the story of the long-dead dike master, Hauke, who battled against the sea and against local traditions, only to become that ghost. Ultimately, his years of work and precise mathematical models produce a very durable and modern dike but also long-lasting social conflicts that have no resolu tion. The tale ends ambiguously in that the "rational" Hauke finally fulfills the local belief that something "living" must be sacrificed, tossed into the dike as part of its material, in order for it to last: as he rushes toward his family lost to the waves of the 100-year storm, he purposely joins them in death, in sacrifice, by plunging with his white horse into the floodwaters. Though he earlier prevented a small dog from being sacrificed in this fash ion, he now enacts the very deed he sought to overcome. This contrast of scientific calculations and superstitions sets up a tension for the entire novella, one that is not resolved since the story itself is, very straightfor wardly, a ghost tale that emerges with the dike as technological wonder.
In fact, this tension is paradigmatic for the Anthropocene as an era that maintains paradoxical relationships to science as, on the one hand, the greatest tool that can solve any challenges we face and yet, on the other hand, problematic information that can simply be rejected when it con flicts with one's ideology. Storm maps out much of the terrain of current political, economic, and ecological debates in this little novella from 1888 with its ambiguous end: both the· dike and the ghost live on with no clear reconciliation. The Anthropocene's paradoxes are many.
The traditional pastoral offers frames that encompass the vast in the small: local villages and fields are set against large-scale storms or distant nameless political powers that leave "Michael," in William Wo rdsworth's famously named pastoral poem, for example, bereft of his land and bemoaning the loss of his son to the allure of the city. Yet the pastoral's inherent critique of urban or courtly politics and power, whether merely implied or openly stated as with Wordsworth and Goethe, gains urgency in the age of the Anthropocene when we can no longer find places on Earth free of human impact. Where then is the longed-for space of"free dom" or harmony so artificially idealized in the pastoral (itself usually a setting of human manipulation)? Such sites seem short lived, as we saw in
Kleist, but also in more recent German literary texts where tlley are quicldy disrupted with dramatic disasters in a manner very similar to one of the first environmentally activist texts, Rachel Carson's 1962 Plotzliche heulte die Sirene. (Pausewang 13) ).
The beautiful sunny morning, warm and awash with cherry blossoms and puffy white clouds, is radically altered with the siren alerting the school to a disaster. Soon, all learn that a nuclear explosion has occurred and the children are sent home to find their own way through the chaos. Immediate institutional relinquishment of responsibility occurs. From a single glimpse of pastoral beauty to cultural breakdown is just one step in the novel. And there is· no escape from the fallout; Pausewang loads
The Cloud with horrifying and lengthy descriptions of children suffering unspealcable deaths from radiation poisoning afrer they have fl ed across fields of grass and through small villages. The government fails to act. The pastoral has gone radioactive.
Thinking with the dark pastoral trope means balancing these extreme contrasts of the Anthropocene and exploring their paradoxes with irony, much in the way that Morton describes the irony of "dark ecology" that posits awareness of our ecological dependency, finally, at the same moment that we realize the full scope of how we have been re-shaping and thus damaging the planet's ecological systems. The irony, however, extends further: by giving up the metaposition that claims objective distance, we realize that we are in the thick of things as a species causing broad-scale change at the very moment that we also realize that we are in the "dark"
when it comes to controlling this global impact. From within ecology and ongoing pastoral views, we tap into, and darken, the pastoral's poten tial for re-envisioning the human-land entanglements and seek to expose as ,the resident expert on a cruise ship of rich tourists experiencing the Antarctic: This Cassandra-like job of trying to educate his guests on the beauties of ice and the relevance of its melting for all of our lives leads to as much agony as the original loss of his glacier. He finally-both before the novel begins and at the end since this is a multi-layered, non-linear
.tale-leaves all the tourists on the ice to perform an artistic response to climate change in the shape of a massive SOS formed by human bodies lining up on the ice. While they enact this artistic, and .then real, plea for help, Zeno dashes off with the cruise ship, a modern pirate with a fool ish mission to evade humanity by sailing out to sea. He fi nally takes a rather Faustian-Homunculus dive into the waters. "I will go out, when it is dark, I will fly, surrounded by white blood fish and sea squirts that fl oat below me, from stingrays that will glide away above me, I will fly until my blood turns to ice." ("Ich werde hinausgehen, wenn es dunkelt, ich werde fliegen, umgeben von Weii>blutfischen und Seescheiden, die unter mir schweben, von Rochen, die iiber mich hinweggleiten, ich werde flie gen, bis mein Blut zu Eis geronnen ist"; Trojanow, 167, translation mine).
Zeno thereby achieves a kind of oneness with the water of lost glaciers and turns himselfinto ice with a Wertherian suicidal act, an absurdity that prevents readers from easy sympathy. Overwhelmed with nostalgia, Zeno appears more of an inefficient fool of sorts than an inspiring character. His desperate choices enact a significant aspect of the dark pastoral as a trope for the Anthropocene: like Zeno, we are already deep within the processes of change, and when we are lost in nostalgia for lost glaciers (etc.) as objects of desire, we can be distracted from becoming aware of possible actions (not including absconding with cruise ships and diving into frozen waters). Worrisome, too, are the many unheard voices demanding climate action. In that, Zeno is not alone.
In sum, Trojanow portrays Zeno as a flawed and unsympathetic char acter whose actions and travels map out an apparent paradox of the Anthropocene regarding human agency, which is that our options for action may seem to be only the Promethean power to manipulate the world at will or Zeno's and Werther's desperate acts of suicide that focus.
only on the demise of the individual body. It is either full, god-like tech nological agency over the world or total capitulation of all possibility of action other than bodily self-destruction. Instead, the Anthropocene should be more like Trojanow's novel itself : a lesson in our ecological immersion, our widespread species' impact, and yet also in the possibility of all kinds of other smaller kinds of actions-and narratives-both politi cal and economic. The view from the dark pastoral as a description of our state in the Anthropocene extends toward the vastness of the geological yet also looks closely at the local; it deploys our human agency with irony but not without all power. In the dark pastoral, we see the bright colors of nature without pretending that they, and we, are immune to the impact of fossil fuels flowing along the land both rural and urban and into rivers, oceans, our water, and our fo od. 3. Recent studies of fracking have found significant correlation to increased earthquakes; see Hildenbrand, et al., and Weingarten, et al. 
